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This paper investigates the use of the inverse‐free sparse Bayesian learning (SBL)

approach for peak‐to‐average power ratio (PAPR) reduction in orthogonal fre-

quency‐division multiplexing (OFDM)‐based multiuser massive multiple‐input
multiple‐output (MIMO) systems. The Bayesian inference method employs a trun-

cated Gaussian mixture prior for the sought‐after low‐PAPR signal. To learn the

prior signal, associated hyperparameters and underlying statistical parameters, we

use the variational expectation‐maximization (EM) iterative algorithm. The matrix

inversion involved in the expectation step (E‐step) is averted by invoking a

relaxed evidence lower bound (relaxed‐ELBO). The resulting inverse‐free SBL

algorithm has a much lower complexity than the standard SBL algorithm. Numer-

ical experiments confirm the substantial improvement over existing methods in

terms of PAPR reduction for different MIMO configurations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since its inception in 2010 by Marzetta [1], massive multiple‐
input multiple‐output (MIMO) systems have emerged as a
potential technology to achieve significant improvements with
respect to the spectral and energy efficiency of wireless com-
munication systems. Unlike traditional small‐scale MIMO sys-
tems, very large‐scale multiuser MIMO or massive MIMO
systems employ base station (BS) antenna arrays with several
hundred antennas to simultaneously serve multiple single‐
antenna terminals over the same time‐frequency resource. As
with most propagation environments, the large number of
transmit antennas at the BS results in favorable propagation;
hence, simple linear processing becomes nearly optimal. More-
over, the occurrence of the “channel hardening” phenomenon
averages out the impact of small‐scale fading, which simplifies
the complexity of the scheduling scheme [2]. Despite these
many benefits, massive MIMO systems face many practical
challenges to their successful commercial deployment [3].

In practice, MIMO technology is integrated into orthog-
onal frequency‐division multiplexing (OFDM), which is a
multicarrier modulation technique designed to mitigate
against frequency‐selective fading. However, the disadvan-
tage of OFDM‐based transmission systems is their high
peak‐to‐average power ratio (PAPR) because many subcar-
riers are combined via an inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) operation [4]. In OFDM implementations of mas-
sive MIMO systems, the problem of high PAPR is more
pronounced as the number of transmit antennas is
increased. Eventually, the installation of highly linear, but
expensive power amplifiers at the front end of BSs will
significantly increase the hardware cost as well as the
power consumption. Thus, the practical implementation of
massive MIMO requires the use of non‐linear and power‐
efficient power amplifiers. Therefore, signals with low‐
PAPR values are critical to enabling the use of affordable
and power‐efficient power amplifiers for multiuser massive
MIMO systems.
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Several schemes, such as precoding [5], clipping [6],
partial transmit sequence (PTS) [7], tone reservation (TR)
[8], selected mapping (SLM) [9], and active constellation
extension (ACE) [10] have been proposed to address the
high PAPR in single‐input single‐output (SISO) OFDM
systems. Most of these techniques have been successfully
analyzed for single‐user (SU) multi‐antenna systems [11–
14]. However, these are not easily applicable to multi‐user
(MU) MIMO systems because unlike the point‐to‐point
case, the joint processing of the signals is only feasible at
the transmitter end as the user terminals are spatially dis-
tributed. In massive MIMO, the inherent degrees‐of‐free-
dom (DoFs) can be conveniently utilized for PAPR
reduction. The proposed precoding‐based PAPR reduction
method in [15] exploits the null spaces of massive MU‐
MIMO‐OFDM channels based on a linear constrained l∞
optimization problem. The convex optimization via fast
iterative truncation algorithm (FITRA) jointly considers the
PAPR reduction and MU interference (MUI) suppression.

In addition to the above‐mentioned techniques, the
PAPR reduction achieved in SISO systems using com-
pressed sensing [16] has also been reported in literature,
for example, [17] and [18]. Among the compressed sensing
techniques, sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) [19] has
attracted much attention over greedy methods, for example,
the orthogonal matching pursuit [20] and the basis pursuit
(BP) method [21]. Although SBL outperforms the greedy
pursuit strategies and the basis pursuit (BP) method, its
major drawback is that for a J × K (J ≪ K) sampling
matrix, it requires the computation of the inverse of a K ×
K matrix at each iteration. The computational complexity
(of order [K3]) thus grows exponentially with the problem
size. To alleviate this problem, in [22], generalized approx-
imate message passing (GAMP) was embedded in the vari-
ational expectation‐maximization (EM) framework in order
to obtain approximate marginal posteriors with a much
lower computational complexity (of order O [J,K]). The
variational EM‐GAMP framework was employed to solve
a variety of compressed sensing problems, for example,
[23] and [24], as well as the PAPR reduction problem [25].
Recently, a computationally efficient SBL method was
developed in [26], and it successfully replaced the costly
matrix‐inversion operation of the conventional EM‐based
implementation of SBL.

In this study, we developed an inverse‐free SBL method
to jointly consider the PAPR reduction and MUI cancella-
tion problem for MU OFDM‐based large‐scale MIMO sys-
tems by resorting to the method proposed in [26]. To seek
a low‐PAPR solution, the two‐layered hierarchical model-
ing places a truncated Gaussian‐inverse‐Gamma prior on
the unknown signal (that is, the solution). We resort to the
EM algorithm to learn the prior signal, associated hyperpa-
rameters, and other underlying statistical parameters. The

matrix inversion involved in the traditional implementation
of SBL is prevented by invoking a relaxed evidence lower
bound (relaxed‐ELBO), which is then maximized using the
EM scheme, resulting in an inverse‐free SBL approach.
Thus, the resulting algorithm does not require the use of
GAMP to circumvent the matrix‐inverse operation. The
simulation results reveal that the proposed method is supe-
rior to the existing methods in terms of PAPR reduction
and computational complexity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents a description of the system model, basic
assumptions, and introduction to the PAPR reduction prob-
lem. Then, a two‐layered truncated Gaussian‐inverse‐
Gamma prior model is presented in Section 3. Section 4
provides a brief review of variational Bayesian inference,
and describes the development of an inverse‐free Bayesian
inference approach. In Section 5, simulation results are pre-
sented to compare the performance with existing methods,
and conclusions are given in section 6.

Notation: Throughout the paper, lowercase and uppercase
symbols such as “x” and “X” are used to represent column vec-
tors and matrices, respectively, and we use (X)T, (X)H, and tr
(X) to denote the transpose, conjugate transpose, and trace,
respectively. The inner product of two vectors x and y is repre-
sented as <x, y> = xTy. Moreover ‖x‖1, ‖x‖2 and ‖x‖∞ are
used to denote the l1‐norm, l2‐norm, and l∞‐norm of a vector x.
Rfx and Ifxg, respectively represent the real and imaginary
parts of vector x. TheU × U unitary discrete Fourier transform
is represented by FU. The N × N identity matrix andM × N
zero matrix are represented as IN and 0M×N, respectively. The
symbol ⊗ represents the Kronecker product. We use p(x) to
denote the probability distribution function (pdf) of a random
quantity x, and N(x; m, v) to denote the Gaussian pdf with
mean x and variance v.

2 | SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND
PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 | System model

Consider the downlink transmission of a massive MU
MIMO system depicted in Figure 1, where the BS having
N transmit antennas communicates with M (≪N) single‐
antenna equipped terminals. For a total of U OFDM tones
(subcarriers), the transmitted signal vector su ∈OM�1 con-
tains information at the uth tone intended for the M termi-
nals. The subcarriers are partitioned into two
complementary sets Γ and ΓC. The set Γ contains data
transmission tones, whereas the complementary set ΓC

indexes the inactive guard‐band tones located at the edges
of the spectrum, such that for each tone, u∈ΓC su ¼ 0M�1.

To eliminate the MUI at the receivers, it is assumed that
the BS has perfect knowledge of channel matrices Hu ∈
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CM×N so that the information symbols on the uth subcarrier
are linearly precoded as

pu ¼ Wusu; (1)

where pu = CN×1 is the precoded vector and Wu = CN×M

represents the precoding matrix for the uth OFDM tone.
The prominent linear precoding schemes for massive
MIMO are maximum ratio transmission (MRT), zero‐for-
cing (ZF), and minimum mean‐square error (MMSE) pre-
coding [27]. To cancel out the MUI at each user, we
consider the ZF precoding scheme, which implements a
pseudo‐inverse of the channel matrix H, that is,

WZF
u / HH

u ðHuHH
u Þ�1: (2)

After precoding, the normalized precoded vectors pu, ∀u
are then reordered to N transmit antennas for OFDM mod-
ulation according to the following mapping:

½r1; r2; . . . ; rN � ¼ ½p1; p2; . . . ; pU �T; (3)

where the U-dimensional vector rn contains the frequency‐
domain signal to be transmitted from the nth antenna.

Then, an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) F is
applied on the precoded signal to obtain the time‐domain
signal, that is,

ân ¼ FH
Urn; (4)

The IDFT operation is followed by the insertion of the
cyclic prefix into the time‐domain samples of each antenna
in order to eliminate intersymbol interference (ISI). Finally,
the time‐domain samples are upconverted and transmitted
through the frequency‐selective channel.

At the receivers, after the removal of the cyclic prefixes,
the frequency‐domain signal is obtained by performing a
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The signal received by M
user terminals can be described as

fu ¼ Hupu þ eu; (5)

where fu ∈ CM×1 is the received vector associated with the
uth tone, and eu ∈ CM×1 denotes the independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian receiver noise,

and has entries with zero mean and variance No. If ZF pre-
coding is employed, transmitting pu ¼ HH

u ðHuHH
u Þ�1su per-

fectly eliminates all MUI, that is, it transforms (5) into M
independent single‐stream systems fu = su + eu ∀u.

2.2 | Peak‐to‐average power ratio (PAPR)
aware precoding

The time‐domain samples fâng exhibit a high dynamic
range owing to the superposition of the individual subcarri-
ers, which when transmitted through a non‐linear power
amplifier, suffer in‐band distortion and generate undesired
out‐of‐band radiation. This requires the use of power‐ineffi-
cient and expensive linear power amplifiers. The large
dynamic range of the OFDM‐modulated signals on the nth
antenna can be characterized by the PAPR metric as [28]:

PAPRn ¼ 2Ukânk2~1
kânk22

: (6)

where the l ~1‐norm is defined as kânk ~1 ¼ max
fRkânk1;Ikânk1g. The operator k:k2~1 is used, because RF‐
chain implementations process and modulate the real and imagi-
nary parts independently. However, minimizing the PAPR as
defined in (6) also ensures an l∞‐norm‐based PAPR reduction.

The best‐ and worst‐case PAPR are bounded as

1 � PAPRn � 2U: (7)

Because the transmit antennas are greater in number
than user terminals, that is, N ≫ M, this implies that there
will generally be an infinitely large number of precoded
signals, p ≜ ½pT1 ; pT2 ; . . . ; pTU �T satisfying the precoding con-
straint s = Hp. Thus, we aim to search for the precoded
signal p whose associated time‐domain signals fâng result
in a small dynamic range, while obeying the following
conditions to cancel out the MUI.

su ¼ Hupu; u∈Γ;
0N�1 ¼ pu; u∈ΓC:

�
≡�s ¼ �Hp (8)

where �s∈CUM�1 is the aggregation of all user data sym-
bols and nulls on guard‐band frequencies, and �H corre-
sponds to a block diagonal matrix having the main
diagonal blocks as Hu, ∀u ∈ Γ and IN, ∀u ∈ ΓC.
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FIGURE 1 Massive multiuser MIMO‐OFDM downlink scenario, with U OFDM tones, N transmit antennas, and M user‐terminals
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As defined in (3), the entries of each precoded vector
are assigned to N transmit antennas through a linear trans-
formation T as:

r ¼ Tp; (9)

Using (4) and (8), the constraints on no MUI and no
energy in the guard bands can be obtained as

�s ¼ �HTT�Fâ (10)

where �F ≜ IN � FU and â ≜
�
âT1 ; â

T
2 ; . . . ; â

T
N

�T.
For symbol vector �s, the aim was to find the time‐

domain samples â that satisfy (10) such that each antenna
emits signals with low PAPR. As indicated in [15], the
PAPR minimax reduction problem can be framed as a con-
strained optimization that reduces the l ~1‐norm of the
aggregated time‐domain vector â.

minkâk ~1 subject to �s ¼ �HTT�Fâ: (11)

Here, all time‐domain symbols fâng are stacked in vector â.
Eventually, the above problem can be transformed into

an equivalent real‐valued l∞‐norm‐based problem as fol-
lows

min
x

kxk1 s.t. y ¼ Hx (12)

where y ≜ Rf�sg
If�sg
� �

, x ≜ Rfâg
Ifâg
� �

and

�H ≜ Rf�HTT�Fg �If�HTT�Fg
If�HTT�Fg Rf�HTT�Fg
� �

2
�
jφjMþ

��φC
��N
	
�2UN

:

To facilitate the development of the FITRA [15], in
order to minimize the largest magnitude of all antennas’
signals, (12) can be restated in Lagrangian form as

minxλkxk1 þ ky�Hxk22; (13)

where λ is a suitably chosen non‐zero positive regulariza-
tion parameter that serves as a tradeoff between the PAPR
minimization and data‐fitting error.

3 | SPARSE BAYESIAN LEARNING
FRAMEWORK FOR PAPR
REDUCTION

To frame the PAPR reduction as a sparse signal‐recovery
problem, the equality constraint in (12) can be relaxed to
the following form

y ¼ Hxþ δ (14)

where the additive noise term δ models the mismatch
between y and Hx, and is assumed to be mean‐zero Gaus-
sian with variance β = 1/σ2, that is, pðβÞ ¼ N

�
δ
��0; β�1I

	
.

Inspired by [25], our objective is to seek a quasi‐constant
magnitude solution to the linear inverse problem (14) whose

maximally possible entries fall on the boundary, and the
remainder lie within the specified interval [ −v, v] in order to
satisfy the MUI cancellation constraint. In the first layer of the
two‐layered hierarchical prior, we assume that the coefficients
of x are mutually independent such that each entry xi satisfies

pðxiÞ ¼ π
Nðxi;v;α�1

i1 Þ
ηi1

þ ð1� πÞNðxi;�v;α�1
i2 Þ

ηi2
if xi ∈ ½�v; v�;

0; otherwise

(

(15)

which is called a truncated Gaussian prior distribution lying
within the interval [ −v, v]. Each Gaussian density is called
a component of the Gaussian mixture model such that the
first component has its own mean v and variance α�1

i1 , and
the second component is characterized by mean ‐ v and
variance α�1

i2 . Here, the mixing coefficient π ∈ [0, 1]
denotes the percentage of each component. The normaliza-
tion constant ηil of the lth component is given by

ηi1¼0:5�φ �2v
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α�1
i1

q� �
; ηi2¼φ 2v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α�1
i2

q� �
�0:5: (16)

Following the conventional SBL framework [19], the preci-
sion parameters α1 ¼ fαi1gIi¼1 and α2 ¼ fαi2gIi¼1 are imposed
by their conjugate hyperprior, that is, the Gamma distribution
with respect to parameters a and b in the second layer.

pðα1α2; a; bÞ ¼
Y2

l¼1

YK

i¼1

Gammaðαlija; bÞ; (17)

where
Gammaðαja; bÞ ¼ ΓðaÞ�1baαa�1e�bα (18)

with ΓðaÞ ¼ R10 ta�1e�tdt, the gamma function.
Moreover, a Gamma hyperprior is placed over β to

learn the inverse of the noise variance β, that is,

pðβ; c; dÞ ¼ Gammaðβjc; dÞ ¼ ΓðcÞ�1dcβc�1e�dβ: (19)

The parameters a, b, c, and d are set to small values, for
example, a = b = c = d = 10−10 in order to make these pri-
ors non‐informative. Generally, the Bayesian inference algo-
rithm needs to compute the logarithm of the prior; however,
(15) is an intractable form. Therefore, we introduce a binary
hidden variable κi in order to transform the prior into an
exponential close‐form. The equivalent distribution of xi can
be written as

pðxijαi1; αi2; κi; vÞ

¼ Nðxi; v; α�1
i1 Þ

ηi1

� �κi Nðxi;�v; α�1
i2 Þ

ηi2

� �1�κi

; xi ∈ ½�v; v�;
(

(20)

where the distribution for the latent variable κi is

pðκi; πÞ ¼ ðπÞκið1� πÞ1�κi : (21)
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The resultant hierarchical graphical model for low‐
PAPR signal priors is shown in Figure 2.

3.1 | Variational Bayesian inference

In the hierarchical model shown in Figure 2, θ = {x, α1,
α2, β, κ} denote the hidden variables such that the varia-
tional distribution is expressed as q(θ) = q(x)q(α1)q(α2)q(β)
q(κ). Before updating the hyperparameters, we will provide
a brief review of the iterative EM algorithm [29].

3.1.1 | Overview of variational inference

We denote y as the observed data, θ as the hidden vari-
ables, and Θ = {v, z} as the unknown deterministic param-
eters in the hierarchical model. The log‐likelihood of the
observed data can be written as

ln pðy;ΘÞ ¼ Lðq;ΘÞ þ KLðqkpÞ; (22)

with

Lðq;ΘÞ ¼
Z

qðθÞln pðy; θ;ΘÞ
qðθÞ

� �
dθ

KLðqkpÞ ¼ �
Z

qðθÞln pðθjy;ΘÞ
qðθÞ

� �
dθ

(23)

where KL(q‖p) ≥ 0 is the Kullback‐Leibler divergence
between the posterior distribution p(θ|y; Θ) and varia-
tional distribution q(θ), and L(q, Θ) is the ELBO of the
log‐likelihood ln p(y; Θ). Clearly, the equality holds only
if KL(q‖p) = 0, that is, p(θ|y; Θ) = q(θ). The EM algo-
rithm iteratively maximizes the ELBO L(q, Θ) over q(θ)
and Θ.

The ELBO can be re‐expressed as

Lðq;ΘÞ ¼
Z

qðθÞln pðyjx; βÞpðxjα1; α2; κ; vÞpðα1Þpðα2ÞpðβÞpðκÞ
qðθÞ dθ

(24)

Because the variables {xi} in p(y|x, β) are non‐factoriz-
able, updating the approximate posterior distribution q(x)
becomes intractable. The high computational cost involved
in obtaining q(x) owing to the computation of the inverse of
a K × K matrix at each iteration inhibits the application of
the conventional SBL method. In order to circumvent the
matrix‐inverse operation, [26] found a relaxed‐ELBO, that
is, a lower bound on L(q). With respect to the lower bound
on p(y|x, β), from [26], we obtain the following inequality

pðyjx; βÞ ¼ βJ=2
ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp � β

2
ky�Hxk22

� �

� βJ=2
ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p exp � β

2
gðx; zÞ

� �
¼ Fðy; x; z; βÞ

(25)

where

gðx; zÞ ¼ ky�Hzk22 þ 2ðx� yÞTHTðHz� yÞ þ T
2
kx� zk22

(26)

for Lipschitz constant T.
Substituting (24) into (23), a relaxed‐ELBO can be

obtained as

LðqÞ � ~Lðq;ΘÞ ¼
Z

qðθÞlnGðy; θ;ΘÞ
qðθÞ dθ (27)

where

Gðy; θ;ΘÞ ¼ Fðy; x; z; βÞpðxjα1; α2; κ; vÞpðα1Þpðα2ÞpðβÞpðκÞ:
(28)

Eventually, the relaxed‐ELBO can be expressed as

~Lðq;ΘÞ ¼
Z

qðθÞlnGðy; θ;ΘÞ
qðθÞ dθ

¼
Z

qðθÞlnGðy; θ;ΘÞgΘ
qðθÞgðΘÞ dθ

¼
Z

qðθÞln
~Gðy; θ;ΘÞ

qðθÞ dθ� ln gðΘÞ

(29)

where ~Gðy; θ;ΘÞ ¼ Gðy; θ;ΘÞgðΘÞ with normalizing term

gðΘÞ ¼ 1R
Gðy; θ;ΘÞdθdy : (30)

Because q(θ) = q(x)q(α1)q(α2)q(β)q(κ), the primary aim
was to maximize ~Lðq;ΘÞ with respect to q(x), q(α1)q(α2),
q(β), q(κ), and parameter z. In the E‐step, the lower bound
~Lðq;ΘÞ is maximized with respect to q(θ) in order to evaluate

y

x

α

k π

β

c

d

υ

a b

2K

K = 2UN

J = 2(│Г│M +│ГC│N )

FIGURE 2 Graphical model for signal priors, with circles,
double circles, and squares representing hidden variables, observed
variables, and model parameters, respectively
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qnew(θ). In other words, the posterior distributions are
obtained for each hidden variable, while keeping the rest of
the variables fixed. Whereas, in the subsequent maximization
step (M‐step), q(θ) is held fixed and ~Lðqnew;ΘÞ is maximized
with respect to the parameter Θ to evaluate a new parameter
estimate Θnew. The detailed explanation of the Bayesian
inference is given below.

3.1.2 | E‐step
Update of q(x): Excluding those terms that are independent
of x, the approximate posterior distribution can be obtained
as

ln qðxÞ/ hln ~Gðy;θ;zÞiqðα1Þqðα2ÞqðβÞqðκÞ þ constant

/ hln Fðy;x;z;βÞþ ln pðxjα1;α2;κ;vÞiqðα1Þqðα2ÞqðβÞqðκÞ þ const.

/ ln Fðy;x;z;βÞ
�1
2
∑K

i¼1 hαi1ihκiiðxi� vÞ2þhαi2ih1� κiiðxiþ vÞ2
h i

þ const.

/�xH hβiT
2
IþD1þD2

� �
x

þ2xH hβi HHHz�HH�T
2
z

� �
� vðA1�A2Þ

� �
þ constant

/�xH∑�1xþ2xH∑�1μþ constant

(31)

where

D1 ¼ diagðhαi1ihκii; . . . . . . . . . ; hαK1ihκKiÞ;
D2 ¼ diagðhαi2ih1� κii; . . . . . . . . . ; hαK2ih1� κKiÞ

(32)

and

A1 ¼ ðhαi1ihκii; . . . . . . . . . ; hαK1ihκKiÞ;
A2 ¼ ðhαi2ih1� κii; . . . . . . . . . ; hαK2ih1� κKiÞ

(33)

Clearly, this is the exponent of a Gaussian distribution
with its mean μ and covariance matrix Σ given by

μ ¼ ∑ hβi HHHz�HHy� T
2
z

� �
� vðA1 � A2Þ

� �
; (34)

∑ ¼ hβi T
2
Iþ D1 þ D2

� ��1

: (35)

Thus, a(x) has the following truncated Gaussian form

qðxiÞ ¼
Nðxijμi;∑i;iÞ

ϕi
if xi ∈ ½�v; v�;

0 otherwise

�
(36)

where the normalization constant φi is given as

ϕi ¼ φ
v� μi

sqrtð∑i;iÞ

 !

� φ
�v� μi
sqrtð∑i;iÞ

 !

: (37)

Update of q(α1): Retaining those terms that are dependent
on α1, the approximate posterior q(α1) can be obtained as

ln qðα1Þ
/hln ~Gðy;θ;zÞiqðxÞqðα2ÞqðβÞqðκÞ þconstant

/hln pðxjα1;α2;κ;vÞþ ln pðα1;a;bÞiqðxÞqðα2ÞqðβÞqðκÞ þconst.

/1
2
hκii∑K

i¼1ln αi1�∑K
i¼1hκiiln ηi1�

1
2
∑K

i¼1

ðxi�vÞ2�hκiiαi1
þða�1Þ∑K

i¼1ln αi1�b∑K
i¼1αi1þconstant

/�∑K
i¼1hκiiln ηi1�∑K

i¼1 aþ1
2
hκii�1

� �
ln αi1

� �

� bþ1
2
hκii
ðxi�vÞ2�

� �
αi1þconstant:

(38)

Notice that ln q(α1) has factorized form ln q(α1) = Σiln q
(αi1). Using the approximations adopted in [30], we arrive at

lnqðα1Þ

/ aþ1
2
hκi�1

� �
lnαi1� bþ1

2
hκii
ðxi�vÞ2�

� �
αi1þconst.

(39)
Thus, α1 obeys a Gamma distribution

qðαi1Þ ¼ Gammaðαi1; ~ai1; ~bi1Þ (40)

with the parameters ~ai1 and ~bi1 are, respectively, given as

~ai1 ¼ aþ 1
2
hκii (41a)

and
~bi1 ¼ bþ 1

2
hκii
ðxi � vÞ2� (41b)

By symmetry, the posterior q(α2) can be obtained as

qðαi2Þ ¼ Gammaðαi2; ~ai2; ~bi2Þ (42)

with the parameters ~ai2 and ~bi2 are, respectively, given as

~ai2 ¼ aþ 1
2
ð1� hκiiÞ (43a)

and
~bi2 ¼ bþ 1

2
ð1� hκiiÞ

ðxi þ vÞ2�: (43b)

Update of q(κ): The variational optimization of q(κ) can
be obtained as

lnqðκÞ/hlnpðy;x;α1;α2;κ;β;vÞiqðxÞqðα1Þqðα2ÞqðβÞþconstant

/hlnpðxjα1;α2;κ;vÞþlnpðkÞiqðxÞqðα1Þqðα2ÞqðβÞþconstant

/∑K
i¼1

 
1
2

 

hlnαi1i�hlnαi2i�
ðxi�vÞ2�

þðxiþvÞ2�
!!

κiþ∑K
i¼1

 

hlnηi2�hlnηi1ii

þln
π

1�π

!

κ iþconst.

(44)
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Update of q(β): Finally, the posterior distribution of
noise variance can be obtained as

ln qðβÞ/hln ~Gðy;θ;zÞiqðxÞqðα1Þqðα2ÞqðκÞ þconstant

/hlnFðy;x;z;βÞþ ln pðβ;c;dÞiqðxÞqðα1Þqðα2ÞqðκÞ þconst.

/ c�1þJ
2
ln β�1

2
hgðx;zÞiþd

� �
βþconst:

(45)

Therefore, β obeys a Gamma distribution

qðβÞ ¼ Gammaðβ; ~c; ~dÞ: (46)

With the parameters ~c and ~d given as

~c ¼ cþ J
2

(47a)

and
~d ¼ 1

2
hgðx; zÞi þ d (47b)

Conclusively, the E‐step successively computes the
approximate posterior distribution for each hidden variable.
The expectations and moments employed during the update
can be summarized as follows:

hx2i i ¼ μ2i þ∑i;i �
∑i;i

ϕi
N υjμi;∑i;i

� �
þ N �υjμi;∑i;i

� �� �
;

(48)

hαili ¼ ~ail=~bil; l ¼ 1; 2; (49)

hκii ¼ qðκi ¼ 1Þ; (50)

hgðx; zÞi ¼ ky�Hzk22 þ 2ðμ� zÞTHTðHz� yÞ
þ T

2
kμ� zk22 þ Trð∑Þ
� � (51)

3.1.3 | M‐step
As previously mentioned, in the M‐step, the complete log‐
likelihood is maximized in order to obtain the deterministic
parameters Θ = {v, z}, that is,

Θnew ¼ arg max
Θ

hln Gðy; θ;ΘÞiqðΘÞ ¼ QðΘ;ΘoldÞ: (52)

Update of parameter z: The update of the parameter z is
obtained by maximizing the complete likelihood Q(z, zold)
with respect to z:

Q
�
zjzold	 ¼ znew ¼ arg max

z
hln Gðy; θ; zÞiqðθ;zoldÞ: (53)

Setting its derivative to zero yields:

@Q
�
zjzold	

@z
¼ ðTI� 2HHHÞðz� xÞ�qðθ;zoldÞ ¼ 0 ) z ¼ μ:

(54)

Update of parameter v: In the same manner, we can
obtain the boundary parameter v by maximizing the com-
plete log‐likelihood function Q with respect to v. We
adopted the heuristic approach from [25] to update v,
where the parameter v is increased so as to reduce the mis-
match δðx̂Þ ¼ ky� Hx̂k22.

Here, the estimated signal x̂ denotes the mean of the
posterior distribution q(x). Motivated by [25], the step size
Δv is given by

Δv ¼ ðy�Hx̂ðtÞÞTHγ

kHγk22
δðx̂Þ ¼ ky�Hx̂k22: (55)

At iteration t,

γi ¼ 1; if x̂ðtÞi � 0
�1; if x̂ðtÞi < 0

(

: (56)

Eventually, the update for the parameter v can be
obtained as

vtþ1 ¼ vt þ Δv: (57)

For clarity, the key steps of the variational Bayesian
method are summarized as follows:

Key steps of variational Bayesian method

Initialization: Let iteration count t = 0. Initialize the means of
posteriors q(x), q(α1), q(α2), q(κ) as 0, 1, 1, and 0.5,
respectively, and the variance of q(x) as 1.

Repeat the following steps until t ≥ tMAX

Step 1: Given the current estimate of z, obtain the updated
posteriors of hidden variables: q(x), q(α1), q(α2), q(κ) and q(β)
according to (34)–(35), (40), (42), (44), and (46).

Step 2: Obtain the new estimate vt+1 using (55)–(57) and update
the parameter z according to (54).

Step 3: Set t ! t þ 1 and return to step 1.

3.2 | Computational complexity analysis

The update of q(x) involves a K × K inverse operation, but
the matrix to be inverted [c.f., (35)] is now a diagonal
matrix. Hence, the computational complexity is signifi-
cantly reduced when compared to conventional SBL [19],
which scales as (K3). Evidently, the proposed algorithm is
free of any matrix‐inverse operations, and the dominating
operations in each iteration only involve simple matrix‐vec-
tor multiplications, which scale as O (J, K) (J < K). More-
over, the update of other hidden variables α1, α2, β, and
the parameter z also involves simple addition and multipli-
cation operations.
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4 | SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the PAPR reduction perfor-
mance of the proposed truncated Gaussian mixture (TGM)
model based inverse‐free SBL method (referred to as the IF‐
TGM‐SBL). In addition to our proposed method, we also con-
sider the performance of FITRA [15], variational EM‐GAMP
algorithm [25], and the conventional ZF precoding scheme for
1,000 independent trials. In all of the simulations, we set a =
b = c = d = 10−10, and T is selected to be slightly larger than
the (smallest) Lipschitz constant, that is, T = 2λmax(H

HH),
where λmax denotes the maximum eigenvalue. As indicated in
[15], the regularization parameter λ for FITRA is set to be
0.25. The simulations were carried out for a massive MIMO
downlink scenario having N = 100 transmit antennas and 10
single‐antenna user terminals. OFDM modulation with
U = 128 tones and spectral map Γ with 114 data carrying
tones were considered as specified in the 40‐MHz mode of
IEEE802.11n [31]. For simulation purposes, coded transmis-
sion was employed, that is, the information bits for each user
are encoded by a convolutional encoder (rate‐1/2, generator
polynomials [1330,1710] and constraint length 7), which are
then interleaved, mapped to 16‐QAM constellation using Gray
labeling, precoded, and finally transmitted over the assumed
frequency‐selective channel. The channel is modeled as a tap‐
delay line with R = 4 taps, and impulse response matrices
Ĥr; r ¼ 1; . . . ;R, have i.i.d. entries drawn from a circularly
symmetric standard Gaussian distribution. The frequency‐
domain response Hu on the uth tone can be expressed as:

Hu ¼ ∑R
r¼1Ĥr exp

�j2πdu
U

� �
: (58)

After demodulation at each user terminal, a soft‐input
Viterbi decoder is used to regenerate the transmitted bits.

In the simulations, the probability of PAPR exceeding a
threshold PAPRo is considered as the measurement index,
and is described as the complementary cumulative distribu-
tion function (CCDF) [32].

CCDF(PAPR0Þ ¼ PrðPAPR > PAPR0Þ: (59)

In addition, in order to evaluate the out‐of‐band radiation of
the solution, we define the out‐of‐band (power) ratio (OBR) as:

OBR ¼ jΓj∑u∈ΓCkpuk22
jΓCj∑u∈Γkpuk22

: (60)

To investigate the PAPR reduction performance, Figure 3
shows a comparison of the complementary CDF of the PAPR
values for all considered schemes obtained in 1,000 simulation
trials in. The PAPR values associated with all N transmit
antennas are considered while calculating the empirical CCDF.
For a system configuration with (N, M) = (100, 10), the IF‐
TGM‐SBL algorithm, within 500 iterations, is able to reduce
the PAPR by 0.8 dB (corresponding to a complementary CDF

of 10−4) compared to the FITRA algorithm at λ = 0.25, which
needs to perform 2,000 iterations. Moreover, a reduction of
11.5 dB in the PAPR is obtained when compared to the ZF
scheme. Among the considered algorithms, EM‐GAMP with
200 iterations can obtain a PAPR that is even lower than IF‐
TGM‐SBL, but this is at the expense of an increased SNR
loss. It can be observed that the PAPR reduction performance
of FITRA is susceptible to the choice of the regularization
parameter λ, whereas IF‐TGM‐SBL is free of this issue. Mean-
while, IF‐TGM‐SBL exhibits a much lower OBR (averaged
over 1,000 independent runs) than the FITRA algorithm. For
λ = 2j with j ∈ { −2, −3, −4}, FITRA attains OBR values of
−56.18 dB, −58.95 dB, and −61.11 dB, respectively,
whereas IF‐TGM‐SBL renders an OBR value of −66.91 dB.
Thus, at λ = 2−4, the lowest OBR value is attained by FITRA,
but at the cost of a significant increase in the PAPR.

The symbol error rate (SER) performance of all consid-
ered algorithms is depicted in Figure 4. The average signal‐
to‐noise ratio (SNR) across user terminals is defined as
kxk22=NNo where No denotes the noise variance at the recei-
vers. At SER of 10−4, we observe that the IF‐TGM‐SBL
incurs a SNR loss of about 1.75 dB and 0.3 dB compared to
ZF precoding and FITRA algorithm (at λ = 0.25), respec-
tively, whereas outperforms EM‐GAMP by about 0.45 dB.
As discussed in [15], the SNR performance loss occurs
because the norm of the solution obtained by our proposed
method has a more significant increase than FITRA algo-
rithm. Among the considered schemes, ZF precoding attains
the least‐norm solution. In Figures 3 and 4, we can also
observe that increasing regularization parameter λ for FITRA
reduces the PAPR but degrades the SNR operating point.

We now examine the convergence behavior of FITRA (at
regularization parameter λ = 0.25), EM‐GAMP, and our pro-
posed algorithm for system configuration (N, M) = (100, 10).
Figure 5 plots the PAPR performance of these algorithms as a
function of the number of iterations. It can be observed that
IF‐TGM‐SBL yields a much faster convergence rate than the
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121086420
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FIGURE 3 PAPR performance for different schemes for (N, M) =
(100,10)
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FITRA algorithm, because the former converges to a low‐
PAPR value within only ~450 iterations, whereas the latter
performs about 2,000 iterations to obtain a fairly low‐PAPR
solution. We observe that the IF‐TGM‐SBL algorithm can
obtain a PAPR of 4 dB within only ~50 iterations, while the
FITRA algorithm requires as many as 1,000 iterations to
obtain a similar result. We also note that IF‐TGM‐SBL shows
comparable convergence rate with the EM‐GAMP method,
although the latter achieves comparably lower PAPR values.

To investigate the impact of the transmit antenna configu-
ration on the PAPR reduction, we now examine the PAPR
results averaged over 1,000 independent trials as a function of
the number of BS antennas N for a fixed number of user ter-
minals M = 10. From Figure 6, it is evident that increasing
the number of transmit antennas from 20 to 100 yields
improved PAPR performance for all of the considered algo-
rithms. This is expected because increasing the number of
transmit antennas will result in an increase in the number of
DoFs at the BS. Both the Bayesian methods, that is, IF‐TGM‐
SBL and EM‐GAMP, perform notably better compared with

the FITRA scheme in terms of exploiting the inherent DoFs
as the number of transmit antennas increases. Based on a
detailed inspection, the proposed method offers a reduction of
about 0.74 dB and 0.79 PAPR compared to FITRA, when
(N, M) = (60, 10) and (N, M) = (120, 10), respectively.

5 | CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a variant of the sparse Bayesian
learning (SBL) method for joint consideration of PAPR reduc-
tion and MUI cancellation in massive MIMO‐OFDM systems.
The proposed method circumvents the matrix‐inverse opera-
tion involved in the standard SBL method by invoking and
maximizing the recently proposed relaxed‐ELBO [26] using a
variational EM algorithm. The resulting inverse‐free Bayesian
approach exhibits an optimal rate of convergence for the
PAPR metric in terms of its dependence on the number of iter-
ations. Simulation results show that the proposed method effi-
ciently exploits the large DoFs inherent in large‐scale antenna
systems in order to obtain lower PAPRs than the existing
methods, while producing lower out‐of‐band radiation.
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